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Abstract—A compact wavelength-division (de)multiplexer is
proposed and demonstrated experimentally to achieve doubled
channel number and halved channel spacing by utilizing a
bidirectional arrayed-waveguide grating integrated with an Mach–
Zehnder interferometer optical interleaver. As an example, an
18-channel wavelength-division (de)multiplexer with a channel
spacing of 200 GHz is designed and fabricated. The measured
excess loss is about 8 dB and the channel crosstalk is −15 ∼
−18 dB. The footprint of this fabricated (de)multiplexer is about
520 μm × 190 μm.

Index Terms—Arrayed-waveguide grating (AWG), bi-
directional, interleaver, silicon nanowire.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ENSE wavelength-division-multiplexing (DWDM) has
been used very successfully as one of the most important

techniques to improve the capacity of an optical communication
link. It is well known that a wavelength division (de)multiplexer
is a key component [1], which can be realized with micro-
ring resonators (MRRs) [2]–[6], etched-diffraction gratings
(EDGs) [7], [8], as well as arrayed-waveguide gratings (AWGs)
[9]–[22]. MRR is a simple element to achieve passive and active
devices for many applications [23]–[25]. Particularly, an array of
MRRs cascaded in series can be used to realize a multi-channel
(de)multiplexer with an ultra-small footprint while it is not easy
to have uniform channel spacing due to the fabrication deviation.
Both AWGs and EDGs are planar waveguide (de)multiplexers,
which enable multiple channels in parallel with very uniform
channel spacing and thus have been widely used in practical
WDM systems. A general issue for an EDG is that high quality
grating-facets are needed critically to minimize the excess loss,
and an EDG usually has lower dispersion ability than an AWG
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due to the small interference order. Therefore, an AWG is usu-
ally preferred for DWDM applications. Furthermore, it is easy
to realize N × N AWG, which is useful for some applications.
Therefore, in the past decades AWGs have attracted intensive
attention and been realized on various material platforms, like
silica-on-silicon [9], InP [10], polymer [11], Si3N4 [12], [13],
and silicon-on-insulator (SOI) [14]–[22]. Among them, the sub-
micron optical waveguides based on SOI enable ultra-sharp
bending due to the very high index contrast and provide one
of the most promising platforms to realize ultra-small AWGs
[14]–[22].

In the past decade, SOI-nanowire AWGs have been devel-
oped by several groups. For the AWGs with relatively large
channel spacing (e.g., 400 GHz), the footprint is small and
the performances are pretty good [16]–[19]. However, for
those SOI-nanowire AWGs with smaller channel spacing (e.g.,
50 ∼ 200 GHz), which are desired for DWDM applications,
the device footprint increases greatly and the performance
(e.g., the channel crosstalk) degrades significantly [16], [20],
[21]. For example, the channel crosstalk of the SOI-nanowire
AWG (de)multiplexers demonstrated in [16] are −17 ∼
−23 dB, −15 ∼ −20 dB, and −9 ∼ −15 dB, respectively,
when with the channel spacing is 400, 250, and 100. It is
a challenge to realize an ultra-small wavelength division
multiplexer with a dense channel spacing as well as excellent
performances.

Note that an optical interleaver can be used to divide the in-
put 2N channels (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λN , . . . , λ2N ) into an odd group
(λ1 , λ3 , . . . , λ2N −1) and an even group (λ2 , λ4 , . . . , λ2N )
so that these two groups with doubled channel spacing can
be separately (de)multiplexed by using e.g., N-channel AWG
(de)multiplexers with doubled channel-spacing. Usually two
AWG (de)multiplexers are needed to work with an optical inter-
leaver (as shown in Fig. 1). In [26], a Mach–Zehnder interferom-
eter (MZI) and two AWGs have been monolithically integrated
on silica-based PLC platform to realize a (de)multiplexer with
64 channels and a channel spacing of 25 GHz. One should note
that such a configuration including an optical interleaver and two
AWG (de)multiplexers is pretty complicated and the footprint
is very large. Furthermore, it is not easy to realize two AWG
(de)multiplexers with critically aligned central wavelengths for
all the channels because there are some fabrication deviations,
especially for devices on SOI platform. This might be the reason
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Fig. 1. Schematic configuration of a traditional dense wavelength division
multiplexer consisting of two AWGs and an MZI-based optical interleaver.

that there is no much work reported for the realization of such a
monolithically integrated device on SOI nanowires.

In this paper, we demonstrate a dense wavelength divi-
sion (de)multiplexer by integrating an MZI-based optical inter-
leaver with only one (N + 1) × (N + 1) AWG (de)multiplexer,
which has doubled channel spacing of that for the multiplexed
input signal. And this (N + 1) × (N + 1) AWG works bi-
directionally so that it plays the role of two 1 × N AWGs whose
central wavelengths for all the channels are aligned perfectly.
In [27] and [28], a bi-directional AWG structure was utilized
to eliminate the polarization dependent wavelength shift when
working with a polarization diversity circuit. One should also
realize that there are some drawbacks for a bi-directional AWG,
like the degradation of the return loss and the directivity due
to the light loopback. Furthermore, the insertion loss also in-
creases a little because the input waveguide is positioned at
the edge. Fortunately, the performance degradation is accept-
able and excellent bi-directional AWGs have been demonstrated
[27], [28]. In this paper, the demonstrated dense wavelength di-
vision (de)multiplexer consisting of a bi-directional AWG and
an MZI-based optical interleaver also shows excellent perfor-
mances while the channel spacing is halved and the channel
number is doubled.

II. STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

Fig. 2 shows the schematic configuration of the present wave-
length division de-multiplexer consisting of a bi-directional
AWG and an optical interleaver based on an asymmetrical MZI.
As shown in Fig. 2, the bi-directional AWG has N + 1 ac-
cess optical waveguides at both sides. Among the access optical
waveguides at each side, there is an input waveguide and N
output waveguides. In the present case, the access waveguide at
the inner-edge works as the input waveguide in order to have
a convenient layout design (avoiding any crossings). There are
two input waveguides for the bi-directional AWG to be con-
nected respectively with the two output ports of the MZI inter-
leaver in the front. This MZI is designed to have a free spectral
range (FSR) equal to the channel spacing of the bi-directional
(N + 1) × (N + 1) AWG. As a consequence, the wavelength-
division-multiplexed signals (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λ2N ) with a channel
spacing of Δλch launched from one of the input ports of the

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic configuration of the present dense wavelength division
multiplexer consisting of a bi-directional AWG and an MZI-based optical inter-
leaver. (b) The enlarged view for the MZI-based optical interleaver connecting
with the two input waveguides of the bi-directional AWG.

MZI are then interleaved into two groups, i.e., the odd group
(λ1 , λ3 , . . . , λ2N −1) and the even group (λ2 , λ4 , . . . , λ2N ). The
channel spacing for these two groups of channels becomes dou-
bled, i.e., Δλ′

ch = 2Δλch . Since these two groups of channels
share the same waveguide grating and the free propagation re-
gions (FPRs), it is expected that the separation do between the
adjacent output waveguides at both sides are the same. As shown
in Fig. 2(b), the output waveguides are arranged uniformly with
a separation do , which is given by

do = DΔλch =
Ra

da

ΔLλc

c

ng

nFPR
Δλch (1)

in which λc is the central wavelength, ΔL is the length dif-
ference between the adjacent arrayed waveguides, ng is group
index of the arrayed-waveguide mode, nFPR is the slab mode
index in FPRs, Δλch is the desired channel spacing, Ra is the
length of the FPR region, da is the separation between the adja-
cent arrayed waveguides at the end connecting with the FPRs.
In the present design, the output waveguides at both sides are ar-
ranged symmetrically to make the layout design convenient. The
two groups of signals are then injected to the two input waveg-
uides of the bi-directional AWG respectively. Since the central
wavelengths for the two groups of channels are interleaved,
the two input waveguides of the bi-directional AWG should be
positioned asymmetrically. For the odd group of channels (λ1 ,
λ3 , . . . , λ2N −1), the position of the input waveguide is given by
xodd = do INT(N/2), where INT(x) is the function to achieve
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the maximal integer less than x. Correspondingly the position of
the input waveguide for the even group of channels (λ2 , λ4 , . . . ,
λ2N ) is given by xeven = xodd + do/2.

As example, a 220 nm-thick SOI wafer is considered and
the designed SOI nanowire is 460 nm wide and 220 nm high
to be singlemode for the arrayed waveguides. In this case, the
values of the following parameters for the central wavelength
λc = 1555.75 nm are given as: nFPR = 2.84769, and ng = 4.1.
The channel spacing of the bi-directional AWG is chosen to be
Δλ′

ch = 3.2 nm (Δf ′
ch = 400 GHz), and the channel number is

N = 9 so that a 18-channel dense de-multiplexer with a channel
spacing of Δλch = 1.6 nm (Δfch = 200 GHz) will be enabled.
The other parameters of the bi-directional AWG are given as
follows. The diffraction order is chosen as m = 30 to make the
FSR be larger than the product NchΔλch(=28.8 nm) so that
18 channels are available. The path difference between the ad-
jacent arrayed waveguides is ΔL = 19.64 μm, calculated with
the formula ΔL = mλc/neff , where λc is the central wave-
length (λc = 1555.75 nm), and neff is the effective index of
the transversal electric (TE) fundamental mode in the arrayed
waveguide (neff = 2.37734). When choosing the gap between
the adjacent arrayed waveguides at the end connecting with the
FPRs, one should make a tradeoff carefully. In order to reduce
the excess loss and the facet reflection, a small gap is desired.
However, a small gap will introduce the lag effect in the dry etch-
ing process [29], [30]. This usually makes the part with small
gaps in the arrayed waveguides non-uniform, which introduces
some notable phase errors and thus some channel crosstalk.
In order to make the etching uniformly regarding the lag ef-
fect, in our design we choose the gap width as wgap = 300 nm
[31]. The separation between the adjacent arrayed waveguides
at the end connecting with the FPRs is chosen as da = 1.6 μm.
The length of the FPRs is Ra = 100 μm, and correspondingly
the end separation between the output waveguides is about
do = 3.69 μm and. With this design, the footprint for the part
including the arrayed waveguides and the two FPRs is about
440 μm × 190 μm.

For the design of the MZI-based optical interleaver, the length
difference ΔLMZI of the MZI’s arms should be chosen to
achieve an FSR ΔλFSR MZI matched to the channel spacing
of the bi-directional AWG, i.e., ΔλFSR MZI = Δλ′

ch = 3.2 nm.
In addition, the central wavelengths of the MZI and the AWG
should be also aligned well. As a result, the length differ-
ence is chosen as ΔLMZI = 189.5 μm optimally. For the 3 dB
power splitter/combiner in the MZI optical interleaver, we use
2 × 2 multimode-interference (MMI) couplers to be fabrica-
tion tolerant. The pair-interference mechanism in a MMI sec-
tion is utilized and the input/output waveguides are positioned
at x = ±wMMI/6. Regarding that the separation of the in-
put/output waveguides should be large enough to avoid any
undesired coupling, we choose the width of the MMI section
as WMMI = 2.4 μm. The length of the MMI coupler is opti-
mized by maximizing the transmission at the crossing port of a
symmetric MZI structure consisting of a pair of 2× 2 MMI cou-
plers, as shown by the insets in Fig. 3(a). According to the MZI’s
principle, the transmission at the crossing port is given by |κt|2
because the constructive interference happens (where κ and t

Fig. 3. (a) Simulated transmission of an MZI consisting of the MMI couplers
with WM M I = 2.4 μm and LM M I = 6.3 μm. The inset shows the propagation
for the optimized structure. (b) The simulated wavelength dependence for the
power splitting ratio of the MMI coupler.

are the cross and through coupling ratio). A three-dimensional
finite-difference time-domain method is used for the simulation
of light propagation in the symmetric MZI and the simulation re-
sult for the optimal design with LMMI = 6.3 μm is shown by the
blue curve in Fig. 3(a). It can be seen that the theoretical trans-
mission at the crossing port of the MZI is about 85% (∼0.7 dB)
over a broad band ranging from 1.5 to 1.6 μm, which indicates
that the designed MMI coupler enables a low-loss MZI-based
optical interleaver in theory. Here very weak oscillation is ob-
served and this is from the F-P cavity effect due to the reflection
at the facets of these two MMIs. For an MZI, the extinction of
the cross port is high intrinsically in theory while the extinction
of the through port is dependent of the power splitting ratio of
the MMI-based 3 dB couplers. Here the wavelength dependence
of the power splitting ratio of the present 3 dB MMI coupler is
also calculated, as shown in Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that the
power splitting ratio of the MMI-based 3 dB couplers is wave-
length dependent in some degree. This is the reason why the
extinction of the transmission at the through port of the MZI is
wavelength dependent (as shown in Fig. 7 below).

III. FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

For the fabrication of the present (de)multiplexer, the process
was started from a 220 nm-thick SOI wafer. An E-beam lithog-
raphy process with MA-N2403 photoresist was carried out to
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Fig. 4. Measured transmissions for the same straight waveguide when the
fiber alignment is optimized for different wavelengths λ = 1540, and 1580 nm.

make the waveguide pattern, which is then transferred to the
silicon layer with an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching
process. Grating couplers are then made with another shallow-
etching process to achieve efficient coupling between the fibers
and the chip. Finally PMMA photoresist is spin-coated on top
of the devices to form a thin file for protection.

For the characterization of photonic integrated devices, a pop-
ular method is using the setup with a tunable laser and a power-
meter. In this case, the positions of the input/output fibers are
aligned carefully to have a maximal transmission for a given
wavelength λ0 . On the other hand, it is well known that the cou-
pling efficiency of a grating coupler is wavelength-sensitive and
the central wavelength with the maximal coupling efficiency is
dependent on the longitudinal position of the fiber. When one
chooses different laser wavelength λ0 for the fiber alignment,
the fiber will be aligned to the different longitudinal position of
the grating coupler and thus one obtains different spectral re-
sponses for the same straight waveguide with grating couplers
(see Fig. 4). Therefore, one should choose the same laser wave-
length for the fiber alignment when characterizing the devices,
which is feasible for measuring straight waveguides with grating
couplers because of the broadband spectral response. However,
when measuring the spectral responses of an AWG, one can
not choose the same laser wavelength for the fiber alignment to
measure all the N channels because of the wavelength selectivity
of the AWG. Instead, the fiber is usually aligned optimally for
the corresponding central wavelength of any AWG channel to
be measured. Accordingly, in order to make the normalization
for the transmission responses of the N channels of AWG, the
reference straight waveguide should also be measured N times
by choosing different laser wavelengths for the fiber alignment,
which makes the measurement very inconvenient.

In order to overcome this problem, here the devices were
measured by using another setup with a broad-band ASE
(amplified spontaneous emission) light source and an optical
spectrum analyzer. In this measurement, the fiber alignment is
optimized by maximizing the total power in a given wavelength
band, e.g., ranging from 1535 to 1565 nm, which corresponds to
the wavelength band of our AWG. This rule is complied when

Fig. 5. SOI nanowire-waveguide spirals. (a) Microscopic images. (b) The
measured total loss of these spirals (consisting of the fiber-chip coupling loss).

measuring the devices (e.g., AWGs, and MZIs) as well as the
straight waveguides so that the measurement results can be nor-
malized conveniently.

Fig. 5(a) shows the fabricated spiral structures with different
lengths, which are designed to estimate the propagation loss of
our fabricated SOI nanowire waveguides. Here the cross sec-
tion of the SOI nanowires is chosen to be 460 nm × 220 nm
to meet the single mode condition. For the spirals, the minimal
bending radius for the S-bend in the middle is 15 μm, which is
large enough to guarantee a negligibly low bending loss [32].
Therefore, the total propagation loss is assumed reasonably to
be proportional to the length of the spiral. For the present case,
the length for the longest spiral waveguide is up to 6.1 cm so
that the total propagation loss is measurable regarding the prop-
agation loss per unit length is small, which helps to extract the
propagation loss per unit length. The measured total losses of
all these spirals for the fundamental TE mode are shown in
Fig. 5(b). From this figure, the propagation loss of the fabri-
cated SOI nanowires is estimated to be 1.9 ∼ 5 dB/cm, which
is reasonable and acceptable in comparison with the reported
values in the literatures [33], [34].

Fig. 6 shows the optical micrographs for the fabricated device.
The footprint of the present wavelength division (de)multiplexer
is 520 μm × 190 μm (not including the expanded output waveg-
uides), which is ∼50% smaller than the design with two AWGs
shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 7 shows the measured transmission re-
sponses of an MZI-based optical interleaver on the same chip.
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Fig. 6. Microscopic images of the fabricated bi-directional AWG and MZI
based interleaver.

Fig. 7. Measured transmission of the fabricated MZI-based optical interleaver
with 2 × 2 MMI couplers.

From this measurement result, it can be seen that the FSR of the
MZI is about 3.2 nm, which is consistent with the design value.
The excess loss is estimated to be ∼1.0 dB around the central
wavelength 1550 nm. It is also observed that the extinction ratio
at the cross port is over 30 dB in a wide wavelength range. This
is because that the extinction of the cross port is high intrin-
sically in theory [35]. In contrast, the extinction ratio for the
through port is dependent on the wavelength dependence of the
power splitting ratio of the MMI coupler. The un-balance of the
MMI-based 3 dB coupler degrades the extinction at the through
port.

Fig. 8(a) shows the measured spectral responses for all
the 18 channels of the present dense wavelength divi-
sion (de)multiplexer comprising an MZI interleaver and a

Fig. 8. Measured results of the fabricated 18-channel de-multiplexer with
a channel spacing of 200 GHz. (a) The measured spectral responses for all
the channels. Dashed lines are for the odd channels, while the solid lines are
for the even channels. (b) The wavelength difference between the MZI-based
interleaver and the bi-directional AWG for all the wavelength channels.

bi-directional AWG. The solid curves are for the odd chan-
nels from the ports at the right side, while the dashed curves
are for the even channels from the ports at the left side. It
can be seen that these two groups of channels are interleaved
very well with a wavelength offset of 1.6 nm. This is guaran-
teed intrinsically by such a bi-directional AWG working as two
AWGs sharing the identical dispersion AWG. The excess loss
for the central channel is about 8 dB, which mainly from the
MZI as well as the AWG. According to our measurement results
for them separately, the MZI interleaver and the bi-directional
AWG contribute an excess loss of ∼2 and ∼6 dB, respectively.
Particularly, for the bi-directional AWG, there is an extra loss
due to the input waveguide positioned at the edge and this extra
loss is estimated to be ∼1.5 dB according to the formula given
in [36]. From Fig. 8(a), it can be seen that the channel non-
uniformity is about 2 dB, which is partially from the intrinsic
channel non-uniformity of an AWG according to [36]. The MZI-
based optical interleaver also introduces some non-uniformity
due to the wavelength misalignment between the MZI and the
AWG. The channel crosstalk is about −15 ∼ −18 dB, which is
similar to a compact nine-channel AWG with a channel spacing
of 3.2 nm fabricated on the same chip.
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Fig. 9. Measured spectral responses for the fabricated simple regular AWG
with a channel spacing of 200 GHz.

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN A SIMPLE REGULAR 200 GHZ AWG AND THE

PRESENT (DE)MULTIPLEXER

Simple regular AWG The present device

Channel spacing (GHz) 200 200
Device footprint (μm × μm) 640 × 212 520 × 190
Channel Number 14 18
Crosstalk (dB) ∼−10 ∼−18
Excess loss (dB) ∼6 ∼8

Besides, we make a comparison for all the wavelength chan-
nels of the fabricated de-multiplexer (including a MZI and a
bi-directional AWG), with that of a single MZI fabricated on
the same chip, as shown in Fig. 8(b). The deviation is less than
0.5 nm, which is due to the mismatch between the MZI’s FSR
and the AWG’s channel spacing, resulting from the fabrication
errors. This acceptable value for the wavelength misalignment
is attributed to the excellent E-beam lithography and ICP etch-
ing processes. It is possible to further improve the wavelength
alignment when the responses of the AWG and the MZI are
flattened by introducing special designs [19], [37].

In order to give a comparison, we also fabricated a simple
regular 14-channel AWG with a channel spacing of 200 GHz
(see the inset in Fig. 9) and the measured spectral responses are
shown in Fig. 9. Table I gives a comprehensive comparison be-
tween the simple regular AWG and the present (de)multiplexer.
It can be seen that the device footprint is shrunk by 27% with the
present design in comparison with the simple regular AWG. Fur-
thermore, the present (de)multiplexer has much lower channel
crosstalk (∼ −18 dB) than the regular 200 GHz AWG (whose
crosstalk is about−10 dB). On the other hand, the excess loss for
the present (de)multiplexer becomes higher in some degree due
to the introduction of the MZI and the edge input, as predicted.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have proposed and demonstrated a com-
pact dense wavelength division (de)multiplexer consisting of
an asymmetrical MZI-based optical interleaver and a single bi-
directional AWG. In this way, the channel number becomes

doubled, and the channel spacing becomes halved in compari-
son with the single AWG. More importantly, the device’s foot-
print only has a slight increase and the performance does not
degrade notably. As an example, a 18-channel wavelength divi-
sion (de)multiplexer with a channel spacing of 200 GHz (i.e.,
Δλch = 1.6 nm) has been realized by using a 10 × 10 bi-
directional AWG with a channel spacing of 400 GHz (i.e.,
Δλ′

ch = 3.2 nm). The device has a footprint of 520 μm ×
190 μm, which is ∼50% smaller than the design with two
AWGs. According to the measurement results for the fabri-
cated 18-channel 200 GHz (de)multiplexer, it can be seen that
the channel crosstalk is −15 ∼ −18 dB (similar to a sin-
gle nine-channel 400 GHz AWG on the same chip). The ex-
cess loss increases by 2 dB due to the cascaded MZI optical
interleaver.
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